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Classification: cows vs. camels



A camel?!



Sandy background



Grassy background



Correlation-versus-causation dilemma

Minimizing training error leads machines into recklessly absorbing all the 
correlations found in training data.

However, spurious correlations stemming from data biases are unrelated 
to the causal explanation of interest.

Problem: identify which properties of the training data describe spurious 
correlations (landscapes and contexts), and which properties represent 
the phenomenon of interest (animal shapes).



Causation ⇒ invariance

Spurious correlations do not appear to be stable properties.

Yet, there exists an intimate link between invariance and causation useful 
for generalization.

(That’s why shuffling is actually not that OK: we destroy information about 
how the data distribution changes ⇒ no way to know which properties are 
stable.)



Strategy

Assume that the training data is collected into distinct, separate 
environments.

We promote learning correlations that are stable across training 
environments, as these should also hold in novel testing environments.



Different cows data environments



Different cows data environments



Invariant Risk Minimization (IRM) principle

To learn invariances across environments, find a data 
representation such that the optimal classifier on top of that 
representation matches for all environments.



Basic formulation of the problem

Consider datasets

Our goal is to learn a predictor 

We wish to minimize

where                                                        is the risk under environment    .



Example

Let                                                       

and

Consider                                    ⇒ we can:



Analysis

The regression using X1 is our first example of an invariant correlation: 
this is the only regression whose coefficients do not depend on the 
environment.

Conversely, the second and third regressions exhibit coefficients that vary 
from environment to environment.

The invariant rule                                   is the only predictor with finite 
           and this actually is the causal explanation.



The many faces of generalization (prior work)

1. Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM)
2. Robust learning: minimize

Turns out to be equivalent to weighted ERM.
3. Domain adaptation: estimate a data representation that follows the 

same distribution for all environments.
Sometimes attempts to enforce the wrong type of invariance.

4. Invariant causal prediction (ICP): search for the subset of variables 
which produce equally distributed regression residuals.



IRM formulation

This concept of invariance clarifies common induction methods in science!



From (IRM) to (IRMv1)



1. Phrasing the constraints as a penalty

becomes



2. Choosing a penalty for linear classifiers 

Consider linear-least squares regression case ⇒ then the optimum is:

And hence we can consider two similar types of penalty:

and



2. Choosing a penalty for linear classifiers 



3. Fixing the linear classifier

The problem is over-parameterized:

Let’s restrict our search! We will fix the non-zero classifier      and find a 
data representation such that the optimal classifier, on top of that data 
representation, is      for all environments:



4. Scalar classifiers are sufficient to monitor invariance

It turns out that                               is sufficient! So:

 



Theorem 4 illustration



5. Extending to general losses and multivariate outputs

Recall 

We can rewrite this linear penalty:

If the target space     returned by     has multiple outputs, we multiply

all of them by the fixed scalar classifier                .



Invariance, causality and generalization



Fundamental questions

IRM promotes low error and invariance across training environments.

When do these conditions imply invariance across all environments?

When do these conditions lead to low error across all environments? 
(Basically, OOD generalization)

How does statistical invariance and out-of-distribution generalization 
relate to concepts from the theory of causation?

Please see the article for details...



Experiments

https://github.com/facebookresearch/InvariantRiskMinimization

https://github.com/facebookresearch/InvariantRiskMinimization


Synthetic data



Synthetic data



Colored MNIST
Binary label: y = 0 for (0-4) / 1 for (5-9), then flip with prob. 0.25
Color: green(0) / red(1) by flipping y with prob. pe  

2 training environments: {pe = 0.2, pe = 0.1} and 1 testing: {pe = 0.9}



Colored MNIST



An information theoretic view

https://www.inference.vc/invariant-risk-minimization/

https://www.inference.vc/invariant-risk-minimization/


Information theoretic formulation of IRM



Smells like information bottleneck...



From information to gradient penalties



Summing up

● We would like to learn robust predictors that are based on causal 
associations between variables, rather than spurious surface 
correlations that might be present in our data.

● Invariance and causation are quite related; we can leverage this 
connection by promoting out-of-distribution generalization.

● Assume that data are sampled from different environments.
● IRM principle: find a representation of features, such that the optimal 

predictor is simultaneously optimal in all environments.



Thank you!


